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) Docket Nos. 50-498A

(South Texas Project' 50-499A
Unic Nos. 1 and 2)

)
GENEFATING COMPANY, E A_L. )
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( che Peak team Electric Station,

ORDER REGARDING FDrION OF DEPARDENT OF JUSTICE TO
CWPEL AUSTIN TO PROVIDE FULIER RESPONSES

(February 26, 1979)

On January 12, 1978, the, City of Austin (Austin) responded to the

Department of Justice's (Department) First Set of Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of Docunents. A motion by the Department to

canpel Austin to provide fuller responses was filed February 6,1979, to

which Austin filed its reply on February 20, 1979.

The Department objects to Austin's responses to Interrogatories 5,

7, 12, 13, 19 and 22. However, the specific bases of objections are

supplied only as to. Interrogatories 5, 19 and 22. Three principal types

of alleged deficiencies in answers are described, but they are linked

only to those three interrogatories by way of example. The Department

also asks the Board in rather general terms to direct Austin to make

another search of its files for documents, and to direct counsel for

Austin to file with the Board an affidavit descd.bing the efforts made

in the document search.
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The practice followed by the 1%partment in seeking nore couplete

responses is not consistent either with our Rules of Practice, or with

the analogous Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Under 10 T R 552.740 and

2.740b, we rule upon notions which set forth the questions contained in

the interrogatories, the responses of the party upon whczn they were

served, and argtcents in support of the notion to compel discovery. Each

interrogatory to a party shall be answered separately and fully in

writing under oath or affirmation, and an evasive or incarplete answer

or response shall be treated as a failure to answer or respond.

The Board does not undertake to lecture counsel generally on their

discovery responsibilities, nor to discourse at large upon the quality

of a group of responses. Specific objections uust be made to the

alleged inadequacy of discrete responses. Accordingly, we will not

direct Austin to make another search of its files, nor require its

counsel to file sane affidavit with us describing the search for

documents made by the client. If the latter information is sought for

discovery purposes, it could be the subject of a direct interrogatory to

the party involved, which would be required to describe the procedures

it followed in searching its files in response to document requests.

In the absence of unusual circumstances, a corporate party could not

4-mize itself from otherwise proper discovery merely by using lawyers

to make file searches. If Austin was suggesting scxne such umbrella

theory in referring to the attorney-client privilege on the last page
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of its objections to the Department's Motion, that objection would be

overruled.

Turning n.7a to specific interrogatory responses, No. 5 asked for

full details of every occasion on which Austin emmmicated with any

. other utility to dissuade it from operating in interstate cmmerce.

Austin replied that certain cmmunications took place with the lower

Colorado River Authority after May 4,1976 in an acts:pt to restore the

Interconnected System to a more reliable mode. It further replied

that it is not aware of any documentation of the above discussions nor

the participants, other than the general knowledge that such took place

and that various levels of Staff participated fra time to time in

connection with a certain proceeding before the Texas Public Utility

Cmmission.

This is an inadequate and incceplete response to the interrogatory.

Austin has an affirmative duty to inquire of its own employees and others

who could have knowledge of such cmmmicatiens. Nor does the anse r

affirmatively show that this particular emnunication is the only one

which occurred with respect to the subject of the inquiry. Austin is

directed to make and describe a full inquiry regarding the subject of

the question, and to provide responsive and nonevasive answers in

reasonable detail to the fifth interrogatory.

Interrogatory 19 refers to the May 4,1976 disconnections by HLSP

and TU frm other utilities, and inquires about various ccrmunications

which took place before and after the disconnection. Austin merely
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answered that "there were probably nunerous comunications. between (its]

egloyees" and those of the other utilities, but it is not aware of any

records "as to whom the participants were or when or dere these conver-

sations took place" (Response at p. 6) . This response is so inadequate

as to be evasive. A party has an affirmative duty to seek the requested

information from its own employees and others, and to make full, fair

disclosure. Austin has not even attenpted to fulfill this duty. In

additica, it appears that there was in fact a letter dated May 5,1976

from HIhP to the City Manager of Austin (Dan Davidson), anong others,

discussing this very subject. This letter was turned over to the

Department bf the City of Antonio in its response to the identical

interrogatory. Austin in its casual reply to the Department's motion

acknowledges receipt of this letter, but offers no explanation for its

nondiscovery or nondisclosure.

The Department further asserts that Austin failed to produce any

correspondence in response to the interrogatories (Motion of Department,

p . 9) . Austin does not deny this allegation in its response to the

Department's notion. In view of the nature of the issues presented in

this case and some of the circumstances described in various pleadings

and motions to date, we find it extraordinary that apparently no

correspondence has been produced by Austin in responding to a nurber of

interrogatories covering a substantial period of time. The answers

which have been brought to tie attention of the Board also fall very
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short of a full and candid disclosure of the requested facts, as required

by our practice.

We r eind all of the parties to this proceeding that under 10 T R

52.740b, each interrogatory to a party "shall be answered separately and

fully in writing under oath or affirmation, unless it is objected to....

The answers shall be signed by the person making ths, and the objections

by the attorney making them.... Answers may be used in the same manner

as depositions." The credibility of parties and their witnesses is

always important in adjudicatory proceedings. This is especially true

in antitrust litigation, when corporate purpose, intent and notive are

often in sharp dispute.

The manner in which a party or its officers and agents testify,

whether in sworn answers to interrogatories, giving depositions, or

testifying at an evidentiary hearing, may have an inportant bearing in

detamining credibility. These are matters which cannot be wholly

delegated by a party to its attorneys or anyone else. It is important

for corporate officials at a policy-making level to understand the

importance and significance of candor and integrity of a party in all

phases of litigation, especially in discovery. To avoid the possibility

of unpleasant surprises in the future if the credibility and candor of

parties becmes a significant issue, all counsel should make certain

that their clients as parties understand the importance of making full,

fair disclosure of relevant facts ir,this proceeding. To that end, it
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it is suggested that each attorney expressly call the attention of the

responsible officers of their clients to this portion of our Order.

Interrogatory 22 asks for specified details of every occasion upon

which Austin contacted another entity to encourage a decrease in self-

generation. Austin replied by attaching an agreenent with the University

of Texas which might have such an effect. 1his an.se .loes not respo:xi

directly and fully to the interrogatory, although it might contain the

basis for a direct reply. Austin should supply the details specified,

as well as indicate clearly whether this is the only occasion when such

contacts were made.

Although the Department's notion also mentions Interrogatories 7,

12 and 13, it does not particularize any inadequacies in the responses.

Austin contends that it has provided ccuplete answers by attaching

Appendices A, B and C. In the present state of the record, the notion

of the Department nust be denied as to Interrogatories 7,12 and 13.

The notion is granted as to Interrogatories 5,19 and 22.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

FOR THE A1U4IC SAFEIY AND
LICENSING BOARD

)|| gly & g ( ( [ <'
/ 'V'

Marshiall E. Miller, Chiman

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 28th day of February 1979.


